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Key Judgments 
Information available 
as of 1 April 1984 
was used iii this report. 

Soviet Civil Defense: 
Medical Planning 
for Postattack RecoveryLI ~__j 

Medical planning for the period following a nuclear attack is part of the 
Soviets' overall civil defense effort and includes various measures for the 
treatment of the leadership, essential work force, and general population. 
According to Soviet unclassified writings, it emphasizes the training and 
protection of medical personnel, stockpiling of medical reserves, mobiliza
tion of the Civil Defense Medical Service for wartime operations, and 
evacuation and relocation of urban medical facilities 

L_--~--' 

in the preattack period, medical and paramedical 
L. -pe_r_s-on-n-e'l_w_o-u'ld-.--.-b_e__,mobilized by the Civil Defense Medical Service, and 

urban medical facilititis would relocate or evacuate their patients. The 
Medical Service would then deploy to exurban areas to assist in the 
evacuation of the work force and general population. Medical assistance in 
the postattack period would consist of a two-stage evacuation of casualties 
from target areas-during the first stage, emergency treatment would be 
given by first aid detachments deployed close to the areas targeted, and 
during the second stage, more specialized treatment would be given in base 
hospitals located farther away 

Soviet medical planning and Soviet 
'---c'iv'i'l'de-,~"e-n-se_m_ed-.-.-ic-a'l7te-x-:ts--.-in-d"ic-a-:t-es~that: 

• Emergency relocation and evacuation plans exist for many medical 
facilities. 

• Extensive measures have been taken to provide trained medical and 
paramedical personnel for the Civil Defense Medical Service. 

• Measures have been taken to facilitate mobilization of personnel, 
transportation, and equipment for civil defense medical use during 
wartime. 

• Large stockpiles of medical supplies for civil defense exist throughout the 
USSR. 

• The USSR has 44 underground medical treatment and storage facilities, 
primarily in urban areas and designed to provide for limited treatment of 
patients and protection of some medical stockpiles. 

• The Soviets routinely conduct civil defense training and exercises for 
medical personnel. 

• Shelters, designed to protect medical personnel from the immediat.r"e--, 
effects of nuclear weapons, exist at many urban medical facilities. 

L_ _ __J 
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The Soviets have invested heavily in planning, training, conducting limited 
exercises, and in providing personnel for the Civil Defense Medical Service. 
Nonetheless, they still face uncertainties about the ability of the Service to 
carry out its mission. We have seen no major integrated exercises that 
would demonstrate the effectiveness of the system. Moreover, the length of 
time medical stockpiles could last under conditions of nuclear war and the 
circumstances in which nuclear war might occur remain intractable issues. 

In 1979 we estimated that Soviet wartime casualties would range from 35 
million to 125 million depending upon civil defense preparations and other 
factors. (The figures will be updated in an interagency study to be 
completed later this year.) Although medical preparations for civil defense 
are extensive, the Civil Defense Medical Service could easily be over
whelmed by casualties if the Soviets had little time to prepare or decided 
not to implement civil defense measures before an attack. 

'------------' 

The Soviet leadership probably believes that civil defense medical planning 
enhances the prospects for the USSR's postattack recovery, as it would 
reduce fatalities among all segments of the population given adequate 
warning time. I 

·- --- -------- -- -- ------ -- --- --- -- ---- ------ -- ------ ----- ---- -- -- ---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- -
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Soviet Civil Defense: 
Medical Planning 
for Postattack Recoveryc=J 

Introduction 
In a nuclear war the number of surviving injured is 
likely to equal or exceed the number of those killed 
immediately. Tens of millions of casualties could 
require medical treatment in the postattack period. 
According to Soviet unclassified writings, the stated· 
objective of the Soviet civil defense program is to 
provide sufficient medical resources for the protection 
of the population and treatment of the massive num
ber of civilian casualties expected. Civil defense mea
sures designed to ''eliminate the medical conse~ 
quences" of nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons 
are: 
• Mobilization of civil•defense medical personnel and 

facilities for treating mass casualties. 
• Special civil defense training for all medical 

personnel. . 
• Provision of emergency medical supplies and 

transportation. 
• Organization of sanitation and epidemic control 

teams to prevent the onset of infectious diseases. 
• Medical evacuation of casualties from urban areas 

to relocated hospitals. · 
• Protection of medical personnel through sheltering. 

Soviet medical manuals on civil defense estimate that 
the total loss of life in urban areas could reach 50 to 
60 percent without sheltering. We have no reliable 
information, however, on what the Soviets estimate 
the total number of civilian casualties could be in a 
nuclear war. In 1979 we simulated the effects on the 
Soviet population of a hypothetical retaliatory attack 
by US forces under different alert conditions.' The 
primary purpose of the simulation, which we are 
updating, was to assess the effectiveness of Soviet civil 
defense in reducing the magnitude of Soviet casualties 
in a nuclear war. For the purpose of analysis, we 

Secret 

assumed three different levels of civil defense prepara
tion: little to none, sheltering only, and full sheltering 
and evacuation of urban centers. The population was 
neither specifically targeted nor avoided. Our assess
ment indicated that estimated Soviet casualties from 
prompt nuclear weapons effects and fallout would 
range from about 35 million (including 14 million 
fatalities) to 125 million (with I 05 million fatalities) 
depending on the level of civil defense implementation 
and stage of US alert. Casualties from long-term and 
secondary effects were not included (see table 1). 

The Soviets' recovery from a nuclear war is heavily 
dependent upon their ability to provide postattack 
medical support to all sectors of the population. Our 
analysis of the available information indicates that 
the Soviets have invested heavily in planning, train-
ing, conducting limited exercises, and in providing 
personnel for the Civil Defense Medical Services{~ 

25X1 

25X1 

This paper discusses Soviet plans for mobilizing, 25X 1 
protecting, and deploying medical resources for civil 
defense and assesses their potential effectiveness. It 
includes recent information on the scope of emergency 25X 1 
planning for individual medicalfacilities;the-role of 
military commissariats in medical resource allocation, 
protection of medical personnel, medical storage loca-
tions, and underground medical facilitiesJ 

Peacetime Planning 
Soviet civilian medical resources are controlled in 
peacetime by both the Ministry of Health and the 
Ministry of Medical Indu~try. The Ministry of Health 
manages treatment facilities-hospitals, polyclinics, 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 
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Table 1 
Estimate of Soviet Casualties and Fatulities 
From a Hypothetical US Retaliatory Attack 

Civil Defense Preparations US Forces on 
Generated Alert 

US Forces on 
Day~to--Day Alert 

Million persons 

Casualties a Fatalities Casualties a Fatalities 
Little or none 125 105 115 75 
Shelters and best protective structures 
occupied 
Full sheltering; evacuation of 90 
percent of 300 cities 

a Casualty totals include fatalities. 

115 

45 

and small dispensaries-through departments of 
health at different administrative levels. It also super
vises the extensive network of sanitary and epidemio
logical stations located throughout the USSR. The 
Ministry of Medical Industry is responsible for the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals and medical equip
ment and supervises medical stockpiles (see figure 4). 

The Civil Defense Medical Service is one of several 
services under the Defense Ministry's Main Director· 
ate of Civil Defense. In peacetime the Medical Serv· 
ice consists primarily of staff personnel responsible for 

- -coordirilltingthecivil defense efforts ofthe Ministries 
of Health and of Medical Industry. At all administra· 
tive levels of the Ministry of Health and probably the 
Ministry of Medical Industry are Second Depart· 
ments responsible for integrating plans for conversion 
to wartime operations, formulating doctrine, and con
ducting civil defense medical exercises. Soviet medical 
facilities also have a Second Department headed by a 
physician responsible for planning and coordinating 
civil defense training and mobilization. Upon mobili· 
zation, the medical assets of the Ministry of Health 
would become part of the Civil Defense Medical 
Service.! I 

Because medical personnel and resources are limited, 
both the armed forces and the Civil Defense Medical 
Service compete for many of the same resources. The 
Soviets, therefore, face the problem of balancing the 

Secret 

85 95 55 

30 35 14 

medical manpower, training, and transportation re
quirements of the military with those of the Civil 
Defense Medical Service. We believe they are at· 
tempting to resolve this problem by combining mili· 
tary commissariats and civil defense staffs. c_ __ _j 

Military commissariats are administrative organiza
tions subordinate to the administration of the military 
district within which they are located. Their activities 
include supervising preinduction military training and 
indoctrination, issuing callilps for military service and 
reserve training, maintaining records on reservists, 
and issuing deferments. They also are responsible for 
registering national economic resources suitable for 
military needs, conducting partial or general mobili· 
zation, and allocating civilian transportation for mili· 
tary purposes during mobilization.L _____ _j 

military commissariats 
La"ls-o-p"l-ay_a_r_o"le-i'n-t~h-e-c"iv'i"l"d_jef"ense training, classifica
tion, and assignment of medical personnel and in the 
allocation of civilian transportation for civil defense 
needs. In 1978 the civil defense staffs of the Baltic 
republics, for example, were placed under the control 
of military commissariats. If such subordinations are 
the norm, they may be intended to balance the 
mobilization requirements of the armed forces with 

2 
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those of civil defense, including eliminating the possi
bility of conflicting assignments of medical resources 
that might occur with separate civil defense and 
commissariat staffs. 

civil defense, and premilitary training of Soviet youths 
in the Voluntary Society for the Cooperation of the 
Army, Air Force, and Navy (DOSAAF). L_ __ ___J 

L_ ______ _j 

The Central Military Medical Directorate of the 
Ministry of Defense's Rear Services controls active 
duty and reserve medical personnel distinct from 
those allocated to the Civil Defense Medical Services 
by the military commissariats. Unclassified Soviet 
civil defense medical texts discuss the use of military 
medical resources for civil defense purposes in the 
postattack period. Although the primary mission of 
the military medical service is to support the military, 
we believe that some of its personnel and medical 
stocks may be available for civil defense. Military 
civil defense regiments also have limited medical 
treatment capabilities and could treat some civilian 
casualties in wartime. The Civil Defense Medical 
Service probably coordinates the use of military medi· 
cal resources with the Central Military Medical Di· 
rectorate during wartime./ / 

Tr11ining. Almost all Soviet medical personnel receive 
extensive military and civil defense instruction at 
medical training institutes. A four-year combined 
military and civil defense training program at the 
State Medical Institute of Alma Ata is typical. Civil 
defense training at the Institute is mandatory for both 
males and females, and the courses include combined 

-· · - inslructioilin basic military subjects and civil defense 
topics. Among the civil defense topics taught are the 
treatment of nuclear, biological, and chemical casual
ties and the use of protective clothing. In some cases 
traditional military instruction is emphasized for men, 
while training for women concentrates on civil defense 
topics 

~-------' 

Civil defense medical training also is given at other 
specialized institutes. n 
extensive mandatory training program for nurses at 
the Vilnius Pedagogical Institute. The program fea
tured two semesters of civil defense training and three 
semesters of medical training. Upon graduation, stu
dents were assigned to the military reserves as nurses 
by the military commissariat. A similar program also 
exists at the University of Uzhgorod. In addition, 
military commissariats generally supervise first aid, 

3 

Postgraduate civil defense training of medical person
nel is usually provided for by military commissariats 
and civil defense staffs. For example, some medical 
personnel are assigned to a course for resident physi
cians taught at the Balashikha civil defense school in 
Moscow Oblast. The course is tau:ht twice a year and 
lasts about six weeks./ / 
between 40 and 50 physietans gra uate from the 
course each year. They probably are tlten assigned to 
military civil defense units. In some areas, military 
commissariats recall medical personnel to active duty 
every five years to receive two weeks of civil defense 
training. The training normally is conducted at the 
commissariat headquarters by full-time personnel 
from the commissariat's medical section. 

Civil defense medical trainin also is iven at urban 
medical facilities the 
amount of civil-defense-relate medical training given 
at Soviet medical facilities varies; however, the report
ed norm is between 50 and 60 hours a year. The 
training is planned by the hospital civil defense chief 
and usually consists of classroom instruction on the 
organization of the Civil Defense Medical Service and 
general topics dealing with treatment of injuries 
associated with nuclear, biological, and chemical war
fare; In addition, medicaltraining for civil defense
paramedical personnel in factories, schools, institutes, 
and similar enterprises usually is given by hospital 
civil defense instructors and Red Cross/Red Crescent 
Society volunteers. 

~----~ 

The general population also receives civil defense 
medical training at workplaces, schools, and during 
military service. This training usually includes basic 
first aid, such as treatment for burns, artificial respi
ration, splinting of broken bones, and treatment for 
shock. Training for the general population also in· 
cludes preventive measures to reduce casualties after 
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a nuclear exchange-for example, how to use protec
tive masks and radiological and chemical measuring 
devices, decontamination, and general instruction on 
the effects of nuclear weapons. L__ __ __J 

Eurcises. Training through exercises appears to be 
uneven. I I many medical 
facilities do in fact hold semiannual or annual exer
cises for paramedical teams. They are usually super
vised by personnel from military commissariats and 
civil defense staffs.) I a 30-
day mobilization exercise called by the Odessa mili
tary commissariat. The exercise included setting up a 
Civil Defense Medical Service first aid detachment 
(OPM) and instruction on general civil defense topics. 
I Ia civil defense 
medical exercise with about 1,000 participants in 
Tokmak in the Kirghiz SSR. 

I lmany 
medical facilities do not engage in field training 
exercises. For example, the All-Union Oncology Re
search Center of the Academy of Medical Science in 
Moscow plans to relo
cate to a state fl!rm in Pyshlitsy-never has partici
pated in civil defense exercises or practiced relocation. 
Lack of field training at medical facilities could result 
in severe problems with carrying out relocation plans 
in wartime. Although we have evidence that small
scale civil defense medical exercises are widespread t--- ----- thro<•i!hout the USSR; we have noiriformation that 
the Soviets have conducted a comprehensive integrat
ed medical exercise to test the entire civil defense 
medical network. Not having run such exercises, the 
Soviets cannot be certain about the ability ofthe 
system to accomplish its mission in wartime~L __ _J 

Mobili~ation. Urban medical facilities,! I 
are part of an elaborate mobibzatmn-

L..,al'e"'rt-nccoccti"fi.-:c-cat'"io_Jn system maintained by the local civil 
defense staffs and operated in conjunction with mili
tary commissariats. In Riga, for example, doctors on 
duty in local hospitals are required to telephone the 
Riga civil defense staff once an alarm in the hospital 
duty office sounds. The duty doctor then alerts the 
hospital civil defense chief and the rest of the hospital 
staff. When alerted, the hospital civil defense chief 

Secret 

coordinates hospital mobilization with the civil de
fense staffs, military comniissariats, and those facili
ties, institutes, and schools, which may augment the 
mobilized hospital with paramedical personnel. We 
believe that mobilization of Soviet medical facilities is 
initiated by the military commissariats and, like other 
civil defense activities, is governed by changes in 
Soviet armed forces readiness levels 

Wartime Organization 
Soviet unclassified literature devotes much attention 
to the wartime organization of the Civil Defense 
Medical Service. We think that the Medical Service 
would exercise operational control in wartime over the 
medical assets of the Ministry of Health, the Ministry 
of Medical Industry, DOSAAF, and the Red 
Cross/Red Crescent Societies. We believe it also 
probably would coordinate the allocation of medical 
resources with the Central Militarr Medical Director-
ate during wartime.! _ 

L__ __ ----' 

The wartime structure of the Civil Defense Medical 
Service would be based on the organization and 
personnel of the Public Health Departments and 
medical facilities at each administrative level under a 
system of dual subordination. During wartime the 
director of the local Public Health Department would 
become the head of the Civil Defense Medical Service 
for the area concerned and a member of the local civil 
defense staff. 

Treatment and Evacuation of Casualties. The Civil 
Defense Medical Service has developed an elaborate 
plan for medical operations in the event of a nuclear 
attack. L I unclassified civil defense 
literature disclose that the plan is based on two stages 
of treatment and evacuation. During the first stage, 
first aid and emergency treatment would be given in 
or near zones of destruction; during the second stage, 
evacuation to specialized hospitals in a hospital-base 
area outside the target zone would take place (see 
figure 1). 

L_ ____ __j 
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Figure 1 
USSR: Concept of Medical Treatment in the Period Following 
Nuclear Attack' 

(I) :loH<I U03WO.'IIH&ollt 

l"'~pyu.oet~l'llil 
(7) 3aropoAN;ut lOMi 

( 1) Zone of possible destruction 
(2) Zone of light destruction 
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(4) Zone of severe destruction 

(5) Zone of total destruction 

-(6) F-Irit::.-srage· ·medical-eViiCilitlon 
(7) Exurban zone 

(8) Second-stage medical evacuation 

(9) No 2 hospital collectlon point 

@ Hygiene team 

[Z;S) Detachment of hygiene teams 

(ill Rescue detachment(RDI 

EJ Medical platoon 

Intact dty hospital 

Intact city polyclinic 

Medical first-aid detachment 

Medical company 

a This illustration is from an unclassified Soviet civil defense medical textbook. 
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In the first stage, first aid detachments (OPMs) would 
deploy to exurban areas after mobilization to consti
tute medical treatment facilities. An OPM comprises 
physicians, nurses, and paramedical personnel who 
would sort casualties and provide emergency lifesav
ing services, including decontamination of those ex
posed to radiation and limited hospitalization for the 
seriously illiured. Casualties would be tagged accord
ing to the extent of the injuries, treated, and then, if 

bases formed from the more specialized hospitals and 
medical research and training institutes, which would 
have relocated to exurban areas. These bases, with 
specialized surgical sections for treating severe inju
ries, would be directly subordinate to oblast or kray 
civil defense medical services. Soviet unclassified 
sources assert that these bases could be as far as 10 to 
12 hours' travel time from OPMs. 

'---------' 

their illiuries required more specialized treatment, A hospital base would include six to eight hospital-
evacuated to base hospitals. An OPM is designed to collection points. Each hospital-collection point would 
handle about 300 casualties a day. OPMs would be include a main hospital, casualty-collection points, 
deployed in uncontaminated areas as close as possible and hospitals that specialize in various categories of 
to target areas; they are heavily dependent upon injury. Collection points that are nearest the target 
radiological reconnaissance to avoid areas that are areas also would have a special sorting and evacuation 
severely contaminated or in the path of fallout.j;=~---,1 hospital. Less critically illiured patients, who could be 

L...__~--' discharged or transferred to their homes, probably 
Soviet civil defense plans call for urban hospitals to would be released upon order of the Civil Defense 
provide cadres for OPMs, each with approximately Medical Service, freeing as many beds as possible. 
150 personnel, of which 25 would be doctors. Large 
hospitals would provide cadres sufficient for two 
OPMs, while smaller hospitals and polyclinics would 
provide cadres for one. Soviet planning also calls for 
the OPM to be augmented by teams of paramedical 
personnel from factories, institutes, and similar enter
prises. In Kiev alone_, we have reporting on 40 desig
nated OPMs, each requiring augmentation by 125 
paramedics.c.._ _____ _j 

Casualties would be received and sorted at the sorting 
and evacuation hospital, medical distribution points, 
and evacuee reception points along access routes to 
the base area. After sorting according to illiury and 
verification of the information on medical tags pre
pared at the OPM, casualties would be distributed 
among the hospital-collection points. The Soviets 
would attempt to colocate hospital-collection points so 

The OPMs are to deploy and direct the operation of patients could be evenly distributed among main 
~F- ------t:nemedicalteams; each consisting of approximately - hospitals. -

24 paramedics who are students, workers, and mem- c___ _____ _j 

bers of the Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies. These 
teams would deploy to severely damaged areas, where 
they would receive casualties from civil defense rescue 
detachments and give first aid; then they would 
transport the seriously injured to the OPM, which 
would give more extensive medical care. For example, 

the All-Union Scien-
'---:t"'ifi.-,c:nRc::es:ce:::a-=rc::.h:-r:In:::s"'ti"'tucc;t:::e-,~"'or=-t"h:-::-!e Transport of Natural 

Gas in Kiev had two medical teams, each with four 
five-member squads. Upon mobilization one team 
would report to t:he Leninskaya Regional Hospital in 
Kiev; the other would aid evacuees and victims in or 
near potential zones of destruction. L___ __ ___j 

In the second stage, specialized medical care would be 
given to casualties who had received emergency care 
from OPMs. This care would be given in hospital 
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At t:he main hospital, the seriously wounded-that is, 
those with multiple injuries including radiation expo
sure-and those with contagious diseases would be 
hospitalized and treated. The main hospital is essen
tially a general hospital with additional assets for 
nuclear decontamination and shock treatment. Pa
tients requiring treatment not available at the main 
hospital would be assigned to one of the specialized 
treatment hospitals, which are the principal therapeu
tic institutions of the collection point. 

'--------' 

Although the OPMs probably could give rudimentary 
first aid to large numbers of casualties, we· believe 
that the Soviets face significant uncertainties about 
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the provision of more specialized medical care in the 
postattack period. Delays in transporting casualties 
from the OPMs to hospital bases could result in many 
fatalities. Moreover, the collection points at hospital 
bases could be overwhelmed with casualties during 
the medical evacuation. Shortages of trained person
nel, medical supplies, or equipment in hastily estab
lished hospital bases could cause additional problems. 

wartime tasks. For example, during the Sverdlovsk 
anthrax epidemic of 1979, sanepids ultimately were 
able to control the spread of disease, but the level of 
effort was quite large for the size of the outbreak-

That sanepids would 25X 1 
c,h,.,a"'ve-,-su-c"hccl"a-=-rg'""e-r""'e-=-so"'u"'rccce~sc--a:-:vcc!ailable to them in the 
postattack period is unlikely. Similarly, sanepids have 
been only partially successful in controlling epidemics 
in Afghanistan. In the aftermath of large-scale nucle- 25X 1 
ar exchanges, sanepids might be of limited effective-
ness in coping with the outbreak of infectious diseases. 

I I 25X1 

Relocation and Evacuation Q{ Medical Facilities. 

Sanitary-Epidemiological Operations. Sanitary-epi
demiological units (sanepids) also would play a key 
role in Soviet civil defense medical operations. Sane-
pids are administered in peacetime by the Ministry of 
Public Health. Their peacetime responsibilities are 
innoculating and vaccinating the general public; in
sect and rodent control; water, dairy, and meat moni
toring; and industrial and community hygiene. They 
usually are equipped with mobile laboratory and 
inspection equipment and are normally headed by a 
physician. 

113 Soviet medical facili- 25X 1 
Lt"ie"s.,l"oca=t"ed""in'""2.-6,...,cz"'ti'"'es~p~la~n to evacuate or relocate to 
exurban areas in wartime. Of these, 37 plan to 
evacuate while 76 plan to relocate. It is likely, howev
er-because of the premium on trained medical per-
sonnel during a nuclear war-that all urban medical 
facilities would provide cadres for first aid detach- 25X 1 

'--;;;=..----------.Jin wartime, sanepz'ds 
would: 

ments and hospital bases rather than merely evacuate 
personnel together with the patients. The presence of 25X1 
emergency relocation and evacuation plans at these 

• Support OPMs and base hospitals in exurban areas medical facilities indicates that the Soviets are active-
and provide preventive health care. ly preparing for treatment and evacuation of casual-

• Be responsible for mass immunizations of the popu- ties and sanepid operations in wartime. 
lace to curb infectious diseases that could result '----25X 1 
from radiation-induced suppression of the body's Soviet medical facilities appear to be accorded a 
immune system. relatively high priority in evacuation and relocation 

• Ensure that massive amounts of uncontaminated operations. Unclassified Soviet civil defense medical 
-wateiwmild be available for OPM aiidnospitarbase - ·manuals assetnlranelo-cated-medical facilities-would -
operations. assist in the dispersal or relocation of the essential 

• Supervise the disposal of corpses and of large work force and the evacuation of the general popula-
amounts of huinan waste to prevent the spread of tion. Given adequate warning time, we believe that 
infectious diseases.f I civil defense medical facilities probably would relo-

cate after the leadership had relocated to exurban 
25X1 

Saneplds from large urban areas would specialize. command posts, but before the dispersal, evacuation, 25X 1 
For example, in Kiev the Shevchenko Rayon sane-- or relocation of the other segments of the population 
ptd1 fis to be the headquarters (see figure 2 and appendix A). 
for rayon epidemic control. Another sanepid would be '-------__j 
responsible for waste control, while a third would 
manage the disposal of corpses. 
I I Kiev sanepids main"'ta"'i'=n--:c=u=rr=e=n7t"'dc:-ep:::;l"o=y--" 
ment plans and sufficient equipment to carry out their 
assigned wartime missions. L__ __ __j 

The Soviets face significant uncertainties about the 
ability of these teams .to carry out their assigned 

7 

A major problem for the Soviets is providing suffi
cient building space in which relocated medical facili-
ties could operate.f lsome 
schools, such as the Lopukhm Speczal School outside 
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Figure 2 
USSR: Medical Aid to the Population During Dispersion and 
Evacuation• 

• • . 
• 
:. (6) 

(3J--J:.Uk~v!§.~"==~~~~:~';m~;==~~~~;~~~~J i 

( 1) Train terminal 

(2) Motor-transport center 

(3) Plant 

(4) Docks 

(5) Exurban zone 

&---- ----,,., m,,..,_-kray;·or-republitfboundary-

8 First-aid station 

[3 Physician immediate aid station 
OM-I Foot route No 1 e Evacuation assembly point 

[§!] Intermediate evacuation point 

@D Evacuation receiving poin.ts 
1. City 

2. Zone or possible destruction 

3. Regions for locating dispersed workers and 
employees 

_ _4_, ___ Plac_e_s_JO:l' _l_o_c_a_tiJJ_g_e!_lll~g_a~II_P~()pJ~ 

8 This illustration is from an unclassilled Soviet civil defense medical textbook. 
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Leningrad, have been designed for conversion to 
emergency medical facilities during wartime. The 
design inclu(ies special electrical wiring, garage areas 
suitable for ambulances, and living areas that would 
become patient wards. Dual-purpose design of educa· 
tional and other buildings could provide a large 
amount of space for relocated hospitals. We are 
unsure how many buildings incorporate such designs, 
however. 

~--~ 

Personnel AUocation and Protection 
In peacetime, medical personnel generally are either 
inducted into the armed forces upon graduation or are 
issued reserve military service booklets 

c_ __ _,Each booklet, issued by militar'-y-co_m_m-.-is-sa-r7i--' 
ats, contains a military specialty code, reporting loca
tion upon mobilization, and other service-related in
formation. Military medical personnel upon . 
completion of active duty are issued similar booklets. 
Although the Soviet law on universal military service 
varies the reserve retirement age according to rank. 

Table 2 
Soviet Physicians, by Specialty 

Specialty 

Internal medicine 
Surgery 

Obstetrics/gynecology 
Pediatrics 
Ophthalmology 

Ear, nose, and throat 
Neurology 
Psychiatry 

Tuberculosis 
Dermatology 
Radiology 
Sports medicine 
Epidemiology 
Stomatology 

Thousand persons 

Number 

237 
115 
62 

120 
21 
21 
26 
25 
23 
18 
36 
5 

61 
92 

I Dentistry 48 
General practitioners 153 O

e d length of servic~ 
military commisLs-ar--;ia:ct"s_g_e-ne_r_a"ll_y_ca_rc-r_y_m_a"'l_e_, ==='--,-----------_;.:: ___ _ 

1c eservists on military reserve rosters until age 
·55, when they are assigned permanently to civil 
defense reserves. Female medical reservists usually 
are assigned to civil defense reserves at age SO.j 

'------' 

We are uncertain as to the number of medical 
personnel that would be allocated to the armed forces 

be available for civil defense after the needs of the 
armed forces were met. Even though the primary 
mission of medical personnel would be to support the 
military, I I some medical 
reserve personnel might be assigned to civilian hospi
tals after mobilization 

We estimate that the total number of medical person
nel available to both the Soviet armed forces and civil 
defense in wartime would be about 4.0 million. There 
are approximately 1.1 million doctors in the USSR 
(see table 2); there are about 2.9 million medical 
personnel includingfe/d:Shers (physician's assistants), 
nurses, midwives, laboratory technicians, medical or
derlies, and other assistants. We have no reliable 
figures for medical workers by category since those of 

·1975, when about 17 percent werefeld'shers, 50 
perCent were nurses, and 33 percent were technicians, 
midwives, or other medical personnel.c_ ___ __j 

9 

Total a 1,063 

a Includes approximately 100,000 military physicians. 

Medical personnel are a key resource for postattack 
re<:QV~ry.Consequently, protecting them in wartime 
would be a J,riority of civil defense. Vie -have idenii: 
fled or have reporting on 91 medical facilities with 
personnel shelters. We believe that these shelters are 
designed primarily to protect medical personnel when 
warning time is inadequate to allow for relocation or 
evacuation of the medical facility. In medical facili· 
ties with limited shelter space, we believe that medical 
personnel would have priority over patients. 

L_____j 

Transportation 
The military and civil defense compete for transport 
as well as for medical personnel. During mobilization, 
the Soviets plan to draw transportation assets from 
the civilian economy to meet the needs of the armed 
forces and civil defense; allocations of transpQrt would 
be made through the military commissariatst.,.,~~__J 

the Moscow Main Administration c__ ____ __j 
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of Motor Transport would transfer 30 percent of its 
heavy trucks, 30 percent of its lifting machinery, and 
70 percent of its fuel-carrying vehicles to the military. 
Most of the rest would be available for use in civil 
defense. We believe that, on completion of mobiliza
tion, the military commissariats would make addition
al transportation assets available for the medical 
evacuation and supply of civilians. Military commis
sariats also maintain rosters of civilian ambulances to 
be mobilized in wartime 

'--------____] 

We estimate that the USSR has approximately 
681,000 buses; 86,000 were built in 1982 alone. 
Although some of these buses would be used to 
support the military, many probably would be avail
able for civil defense. Modification kits for converting 
buses to ambulances have been available since at least 
1977, but we are uncertain as to the numbers and 
locations of these kits. The conversion process, report
edly requiring four to six hours, involves the addition 
of litters and medical equipment and the painting of 
windows. Once converted, a bus can accommodate 10 
to 20 stretchers. 

Soviet unclassified sources also mention the use of 
special ambulance trains and water transport to evac
uate casualties. However, we have no information on 
the extent of planning for use of these transportation 
assets by the Civil Defense Medical Service in war
time 

Medical treatment facilities are required to maintain 
a two-to-three-day supply of medical stocks for emer
gency use only. They are generally stored in hospital 
basements and are required to be rotated periodically. 
Warehouses and pharmacies also are required to 
maintain emergency stocks for treatment of chemical 
and biological casualties as well as other essential 
wartime medicines; they probably have wartime plans 
to provide medical supplies to relocated hospitals. 

I lthere are special civil defense 
medical reserve supply depots only for wartime use. 
Outside Odessa there are three groups of wartime 
reserves capable of supporting 7,500 patients in relo
cated hospitals. The Odessa stocks reportedly are 
under the direct control of the civil defense depart-
ment of the Ministry of Public Health.IL ____ _j 

Although the Soviets maintain extensive medical 
stockpiles, we are uncertain as to how long these 
supplies would last under conditions of nuclear war. 
Even during peacetime the Soviets experience periodic 
shortages of medical supplies in certain areas, and 
stockpiles in other areas are not inspected and rotated. 
Also, Soviet medicines generally are of a lesser quality · 
than those commonly found in the West. Moreover, 
certain drugs, available only from Western sources, 
presumably would be unavailable to the Soviets dur
ing wartime. 

~----~ 

Under round Medical Facilities 
4 underground medical facili-

-- --- --- ---- -'--.,ti<=e=-s '-oc=at.:e=p:::r""im=-a:::r"t10Y:-Jl.ri--UiOan··areas:-Moscar-e·moa~---- ------Medical Reserves 
The Soviets have extensive stockpiles of medical estly equipped dispensaries in special basement-type 
equi ment and supplies for civil defense shelters in hospitals and polyclinics. Others have 

These range 
'--zc.ro:::m::-::st"'m:::p=-e ""t"'rs"'t-ca""t;n;"'ts""""""st"o"'re=-'-m'"""p""e~r~so~nnel shelters 

to wartime pharmaceutical stocks kept in medical 
depots. Most of the first aid kits are A-12 medical kits 
that contain basic supplies, antibiotics, painkillers, 
bandages, and stretchers. Such kits are carried by the 
OPM medical teams. Many shelters are stocked with 
first aid kits, but not all are equipped with medical 
stocks. In the late 1970s, the Soviets apparently 
changed shelter guidelines and deleted the require
ment for medical kits. Those now in shelters may have 
been there before the change in criteria; however, a 
more likely explanation is that they are part of the 
equipment that a medical team would carry when it 
joins its designated OPM. c__ _____ _j 

Secret 

extensive underground facilities. The Odessa Region
al Clinical Hospital's facility was constructed in 1967. 
It reportedly has 25 to 30 small treatment rooms, 
contains reserve medical supplies and equipment, is 
connected to the main building by a network of 
under roun assa ewa s and is hermeticall sealed. 

underground portions of this hospital also are connect
ed by subterranean passageways (see appendix C). 
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some exurban underground 
'-nl;-:e-;d.-ic,--a'l "fa-c"il"it.-iec-s-d'es~i~g-ned-:lto support the evacuated 

urban population: For example, a 
hospital under construction in a mountain outside 
Dushanbe; it is to support the civilian population of 
the city after evacuation. Other underground medical 
facilities are desi~ned as storage depots for wartime 
medical reserves.L I 

L:]reserve hospitals, equipped with medical supplies 
and underground facilities, are maintained by cadre 
staffs solely for wartime use by the Civil Defense 
Medical Service. c___ ___ __j 

Although our evidence indicates that a large number 
of urban hospitals plan to relocate or evacuate in 
wartime, we believe that the urban underground 
medical facilities are designed to provide limited 
medical support for the leadership, essential work 
force, and other personnel who must remain in these 
areas during wartime. These facilities also serve as 
shelters for medical personnel who may not be able to 
evacuate or relocate in wartime. Exurban facilities are 
designed to serve casualties who would be evacuated 
from Soviet cities and to afford additional protection 
against radioactive fallout. Although we have report

. ing on only 44 such facilities, we believe that many 
more exist. 

• Lack of integrated medical exercises designed to 
test the Civil Defense Medical Service's ability to 
mobilize," relocate, and operate medical facilities 
during wartime. 

• Shortages of appropriate medical supplies and 
equipment-despite stockpiling-to treat the mas
sive number of casualties expected. 

• Shortages of medical personnel despite the emphasis 
on civil defense training for large numbers of medi
cal am;! paramedical personnel. 

• Problems with sanepid operations in peacetime that 
bring into question the ability of the sanepids to 
accomplish their wartime mission. 

• Uneven implementation of stated civil defense train
ing goals and the consequent ability of medical 

~---, 

personnel to perform their wartime roles. L_ __ __j 

Despite these uncertainties, the civil defense medical 
program continues to receive substantial emphasis. 
The Soviets probably will continue to work to improve 
their ability to provide postattack medical support to 
the population. Subordination of civil defense staffs to 
military commissariats in other regions could improve 
medical mobilization and resource allocation in war
time. The Soviets probably will continue to expand 
medical stockpiles, to construct shelters at hospitals 
and polyclinics, and to build underground medical 
facilities. It also is likely that the Soviets will continue 

Implk:ations to improve the quality and amount of civil defense 
The available evidence indicates that the Soviets have training for medical personnel. 

r-----·--·-----t,a kf,n extensive measures to-provide-medica\ .. support-·--- ·-·---------· ---·---·- ··-- _ _ __ L_-----.-.. __ __j __ 

for the population during the postattack period. They Soviet civil defense medical planning has important 
probably believe that these preparations enhance their implications for the United States. Although we have 
prospects for reducing fataliti~s should nuclear war not estimated the total cost of the program, the 
occur. Soviets have clearly invested heavily in medical prepa-

rations for nuclear war. The scope of these activities 
Although there appears to be a potential for conflict indicates that such preparations probably could re-
between military and civil defense requirements in duce fatalities among all segments of the population, 
time of war, the subordination of civil defense staffs to r~ gjiv~e,n_.a~d=<;IDu.,a,.te~w"'a"'rn,..i~n,._,gti,_,m~e~'-IL ________ __j 
military commissariats in some areas may have 1 

helped to eliminate conflicting assignments of medical 
personnel and civilian transportation assets. Never- • 
theless, the Soviets face significant uncertainties 
about the ability of the Civil Defense Medical Service 
to perform its wartime mission. We believe that these 
uncertainties center on the: 
• Amount of warning time available for mobilization 

of the Civil Defense Medical Service. 
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Appendix A 

Medical Facilities With Emergency Plans 

Peacetime Location 

AlmaAta 

Baku 

Batumi 

Bendery 

Chernovtsy 

Dnestrovsk 
Dushanbe 
Frunze 

Gorkiy 

Irtyshsk 

Kharkov 

Kiev 

Installation 

Railroad Hospital 

Institute of Genetics 

Merchant Marine School and Hospital 

City Hospital 

Railroad Hospital 
Children's Hospital 
Unidentified hospitals 
City Hospital No. 2 

Republic Polyclinic 
Alamedinskaya Central Hospital 
Pharmacy No. 84 

County Hospital 

Hospital No. 27 

Institute for Advanced Stomatological 
Training 

Plan Type 

Evacuation 
Evacuation 

Evacuation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 
Relocation 

Relocation 

Relocation 
Evacuation 

Wartime Location 
or Distance 
From City 

Burundy 

An experimental station 4 km from 
Mir Bashir 

Makharadze 

Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Hospitals in Kitsman and Zastavna 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 

Unknown 
School No.2 

Unknown 

Borisopol 

City Hospital No. 24 Relocation Unknown 
25th City Hospital Relocation Kalinovskaya 

·0M:::i:::lio:ta_,r-'-y-'H"'o"s"p"il::ai:,~Nc:.:o:_~-4.::0:::8:_-_-,-:---,--,----:;R::el:;oca=to:io"n'--------,=U:::no:k:::no:_w::.n::.-________ ~_~----------------
Public Health and Epidemiological Center Evacuation Unknown 

Two Hospitals in Podolsky Rayon Evacuation Unknown 

Children's Hospital Relocation JSO km 
Medical Institute Relocation Borisopol 

City Hospital No. 1 Evacuation Unknown 

City Hospital No. 2 Relocation Outside city 
Bacteriological Institute F clocation Near Gorenko 

Institute of Medical Cosmetology Relocation ln the direction of Zolotonosha 

Scientific Research Institute of Common Evacuation 30 to 40 km 
and Municipal Hygiene 

Scientific Research Institute of Microbial· 
ogy and Viruses imeni Academic Zabolot· 
nogo 

Evacuation 

Scientific Research Institute for Evacuation 
Microbiology, Epidemiology, and Parasi· 
tology 

Unidentified hospital in DarnitskJy Rayon Relocation 

Two unidentified hospitals in Zhovtnevyy 
Rayon 

Three unidentified hospitals in Zhovtne-
vyy Rayon 

13 

Relocation 

Relocation 

Rural site outside Kiev 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 
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Medical Facilities With Emergency Plans (continued) 

Peacetime Location 

Kishinev 

Leningrad 

Lvov 
Minsk 

Moscow 

Secret 

Installation Plan Type 

Two hospitals in Zaliznychilyy Rayon Relocation 
Hospital in Leninsky Rayon Relocation 
Two hospitals in Moskovskiy Rayon Relocation 
Three hospitals in Pecbarskiy Rayon Relocation 
Two hospitals in Podolskiy Rayon Relocation 
Two hospitals in Radayanskiy Rayon Relocation 
Two hospitals in Shevlenkovskiy Rayon Relocation 
Psychiatric Hospital Eva cation 
Second City Hospital RelocatiOn 
Railroad Hospital Relocation 

Optical-Mechanical Union Hospital Relocation 
First Aid Hospital No. I 0 Relocation 
Children's Hospital No. 21 Relocation 
Dental Clinic No. 26 Relocation 
Scientific Research Institute imeni Profes- Evacuation 
sor N. N. Petrov 
Public Health and Epidemiological Center Evacuation 
Oblast Hospital Relocation 
Contagious Disease Hospital Relocation 
First Medical Institute Evacuation 
Psychoneurological Clinic RelocatiOn 
Institute of Respiratory Diseases Relocation 
Scientific Research Institute of Vaccines Relocation 

Medical Institute 
Pavlov Institute of Physiology 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Institute 
Medical Institute 
Central Microbiology Laboratory for the 
Frunshcnskiy District sanitation and epi
demiological station 
Second Moscow Medical Institute imeni 
N. I. Pirgov 
Moscow Rescue and Transportation Base 
Moscow Medical Institute No. 1 and 
Skilofsovskiy Institute 
67th Moscow City Hospital 
Consultation Polyclinic 
All-Union Oncology Research Center of 
the Academy of Sciences 
Central Hospital of the RSFSR Ministry 
of Health 

Central Institute of Tuberculosis of the 
USSR 
Polyclinic No. 177 

14 

Evacuation 
Relocation 
Evacuation 
Relocation 
Relocation 

Relocation 

Evacuation 
Relocation 

Relocation 
Evacuation 

Relocation 

Relocation 

Evacuation 

Relocation 

Wartime Location 
or Distance 
From City 

Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
StolOkm 

Unknown 
Unknown 
To a school in Tarashovo 
School in Olgina 

Pskovskoye Ozero 
Unknown 
Unknown 

Roshchino 
Agricultural school 
Gatchina 
Podprozhye 
Vyritsa 

Krasnaya 
Krasnaya 

-Unknown 

SosnovO 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Buravaya 

To a small kolkhoz outside Moscow 

Unknown 
Unknown 

Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Tolstopal 'tsevo 
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Medical Facilities With Emergency Plans (continued) 

Peacetime Location Instilllation Plan Type Wartime Location 
or Distance 
From City 

Moscow Clinical Hospital No. 31 Relocation Tolstopal'tsevo 

State Institute of Oncology imeni P. A. Relocation Unknown 
Gertsen 

Institute of Bio-Organic Chemistry imeni Evacuation IOOkm 
M. M. Shermyakin 

Research Institute of Psychology Evacuation Unknown 
Institute of Neurology of the Academy of Evacuation Udmurt ASSR 
Medical Science 

City Psychiatric Hospital No. 12 Evacuation 300km 
Institute of Human Morphology of the Evacuation Unknown 
Academy of Medical Science 
Central Research Institute for Evacuation Unknown 
Stomatology 
Medical Clinic No. 74 Relocation 20km 
Institute of General Pedagogical Relocation Unknown 
Psychology 

All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Evacuation Mozhaysk 
Technology and Blood Substitute and 
Hormone Preparations 
Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Evacuation Dushina 
Neurophysiology 

Mozdok Central Regional Hospital Relocation Unknown 
Odessa Pirogov Medical Training Institute Relocation Unknown 

City Tuberculosis Hospital Evacuation Unknown 
llichevskiy Polyclinic Evacuatio~ Unknown 

------------------- ---- ------------Cbildren!s-Clinic-of-the-Medical-Institute-- -Evacuation----- -----------I 00-km- north-of-Odessa---
of Odessa 
First City Hospital Relocation Rasdeline 
N. E. Pirosov Medical Institute Evacuation 40km 
Oblast Oncological Clinic Evacuation Unknown 
Odessa Vitamin Plant Evacuation Unknown 

Osh Oblast Hospital Relocation Dzhalalk-Abad 
Perm Soviet Rail Union Laboratory Evacuation Verashagino 
Riga City /Republic Hospital Relocation Vecmuiza 

Unidentified polyclinic Relocation Unknown 
Sanitary-epidemiological station Relocation Unknown 
Skin and Venereal Disease Dispensary Relocation Unknown 
Sixth City Hospital Evacuation Unknown 
First City Clinical Hospital for Evacuation Unknown 
Emergency Treatment 
Polyclinic No. 2 Relocation Unknown 
Institute of Microbiology, Epidemiology, · Relocation 50km 
and Hygiene 

Strasitiny Centra] District Hospital Relocation Unknown 
Tallin Sanitation Department Avtobaza Relocation Rapala 
Vsevolozhsk Central District Hospital Relocation Unknown 
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Appendix B 

[ fcivii Defense Medical Storage 
LOcahons 

Location Installation Type of Supplies 

Belogorsk Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Birobidzan Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Butovka·Donetsk Hospital in coal mine Wartime reserves 
Bend cry Railroad Kindergarten Medical kits 

Chernovtsy Civil Defense Medical Supply Depot Wartime reserves 
Electronic Machinery Production Association Medical kits 

Chelyabinsk Chemical Pharmaceutical Plant Wartime· reserves 
Chita Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 

Donetsk Medical mine storage area Wartime reserves 
Dushanbe Hospital shelter in mountainside Wartime reserves 

Underground medical storage facility Wartime reserves 

Republic Polyclinic Wartime reserves 
Central Depot Warehouse Wartime reserves 
Medical supplies stored in mountains Wartime reserves 

Frunze City Hospital No. 7 Wartime reserves 
Galerkany Resort facility Medical kits 
Gomel Medical depot Wartime reserves 
Gor~y Pharmacy No. 84 Wartime reserves 

Unidentiflea pllarmaceutical warelfous-e ------Wartime-reserves----
Grdzhonikidze Medical warehouse Wartime reserves 
Irkutsk Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
lrtush County hOspital Wartime reserves 
Karaganda Two unidentified underground hospitals Wartime reserves 
Kaunas Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Kekhra Military civil defense warehouse Wartime reserves 
Khmelnitskiy Electromechanical plant Medical kits 
Khabarovsk Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Kiev City -Hospital No. 24 Wartime reserves 

25th District Hospital Wartime reserves 
Children's Hospital Wartime reserves 
Stroydormash plant Wartime reserves 
Bakery plant Medical kits 
S. P. Korolev Radio Instrument Plant Medical kits 
Research Institute UKRNllPLASTMASH Medical kits 

Design Institute GIPROKHLOR Medical kits 
Automotive repair plant Medical kits 
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I jcivll Defense Medical Storage 
LOcahons (continued) 

25X1 

Location Installation Type of Supplies 

Kishinev Experimental factory of the Institute ,of Practical Physics Or the Medical kits 
Academy of Sciences of the Moldavian SSR 

Klaipeda Republic Hospital Wartime reserves 
KohtJa.Jarve City Hospital No. 1 Wartime reserves 
Kuchiyeri Military Civil Defense Unit Wartime reserves 

Kuybysbev Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Leningrad First Aid Hospital No. 10 Wartime reserves 

8lst Polyclinic Wartime reserves 
Telephone Exchange Medical kits 
Syasstroi Cellulose and Paper Combine Medical kits 
Shipbuilding Institute and Admiralty Medical kits 

Scientific Research and Design Institute for Mechanical Processing Medical kits 
and Nonferrous Metals 
Polyclinic No. 31 Wartime reserves 
Civi1 Defense Hospital storage facility Wartime reserves 
Volna Sewing Enterprise Branch Wartime reserves 
Special Planning, Designs, and Technology Bureau for Electrotreat· Medical kits 
ment 

Bureustnik Production Association Medical kits 
Scientific Research Institute imeni Professor N. N. Petrov Medical kits 
Planning Bureau for Computers Medical kits 
Krasnoye Selo medical warehouse Wartime reserves 
Experimental turbine construction plant Medical kits 
Central Scientific Institute of the Merchant Marine Medical kits 
Institute of Water Transportation Medical kits 

--------
---------- rltli StomatOlogical CJiniC Wartime reserves 

(' Production Association Azimut Medical kits 
,.· .. 
•;• 

First Medical Institute Wartime reserves 
~/>. Military Medical Academy imeni S. M. Kirov Wartime reserves 
~:· All· Union Design and Technology Bureau Medical kits 

Leningrad Baltic Shipyard imeni S. Ordzhonikidze Medical kits 
State Institute of Applied Chemistry Medical kits 
Central Civil Defense Railroad Storage Area Wartime reserves 
Equipment Assembly Plant imeni Molotova Medical kits 
Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 

Lvov Main plant of the "Elektron" Production Association Medical kits 

Pharmacy near City Clinical Hospital No. 1 Wartime reserves 
Minsk Central microbiology laboratory of the Frushenskiy District sanitary Wartime reserves 

and epidemiological station 
Polyclinic of the First City Clinical Hospital Wartime reserves 

Moscow First City Hospital Wartime reserves 

67th City Hospital Wartime reserves 
National Economic Achievements Subway Station Medical kits 
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LOcations (continued) 

Location 

Murmansk 

Nemenchine 
Nakhodka 

Novosibirsk 
Odessa 

Omsk 

Okhta 

Paide 

Pereyaslav-Khmelnitskiy 

Perm 

Rakvere 

Installation 

State Union Scientific Research Tractor Institute 
Institute of Steel and Alloys 
Regional Construction Directorate No. 12 
Residential shelter at House No. 17 at Yermolovy 
All-Union Oncology Research Center of the Academy of Sciences 

Fourth City Clinical Hospital 
KGB-Central Committee civil defense shelter and escape tunnel 
Medical section of general depot 

Pharmaceuticals Research Institute 
Murmansk Medical Warehouse 
Civil defense medical storage facility 

House of Culture of the Merchant Marine School 

Medical section of general depot 

City Hospital No. 1 

Regional Clinical Hospital 
Cinema equipment plant Kinap 

Electrotechnical Institute of Communications 

Two underground hospitals near Ovidipol 

Blood storage and transfer facility 

Medical storage area at Rosa Luxembourg and Krasnyii Perelok 
Medical storage area at Kirova and Karla Marxa 

Medical storage area at Mira Prospect and Checherina 

Medical storage area at Polevaya and Yubileinaya Salkez 

Jute factory 
City Hospital No. 1 

Tool Research Department of the Odessa Planning and Design 
Technical Institute 

Special Design and Technology Bureau for Compression and 
Refrigeration Machine Building (SKTBKKM) 

Hospital No. 6 

Central Clinical Hospital 

Krasnozhamenka civil defense training site 

Institute for Food Processing 

Military Hospital No. 411 

Medical section of general depot 

Scientific Production Association Plasto Polimer 
Underground medical storage facility 

Auto Base No. 10 
Pharmaceutical manufacturing plant 

VIP rest home 
Soviet Rail Union Laboratory 

Estonia Union for Drainage and Swamp Reclamation 

19 

Type of Supplies 

Medical kits 

Medical kits 

Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 
Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 

Medica I kits 
Wartime reserves 
Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 

Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 
Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 
Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 
Wartime reserves 

Medical kits-

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 

Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 
Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 
Wartime reserves 

Wartime reserves• 

Wartime reserves 

Medical kits 
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I lcivil Defense Medical Storage 25X1 
Locations (continued) 

Location Installation Type of Supplies 

Riga Polytechnic Institute Medical kits 

Central Statistical Administration Medicalldts 
Sigulda Medical storage facility Wartime reserves 
Slobodsky Medical warehouse Wartime reserves 
Stantsiya-Orasheny Medical reserves depot Wartime reserves 
Sverdlovsk Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Tamsulu Grain storage depot Medical kits 

Tashkent Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
TbiJisi Civil defense medical storage located at the 367th Military Hospital Wartime reserves 
Tiraspol Electromash plant Medical kits 
Tokmak Construction Enterprise No. 3 Medical kits 

Ulanade Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Ussuriysk Medical section of geneml depot Wartime reserves 

Vladivostok Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Vsavolozhsk Central district hospital Wartime reserves 
Vostochnyy Medical section of general depot Wartime reserves 
Yoegeva Medical storage facility Wartime reserves 

25X1 
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Alma Ata 

Beltsy 

Butovka-Donetsk 

Donetsk 

Dushanbe 

Frunze 

Irtyshsk 

Karaganda 

Kiev 

Krasnovodsk 

Krasnoyarsk 

Leningrad 

Minsk 

Appendix C 

c__ __ __J[underground Medical Facilities 

Unidentified hospital under construction 

First Republic Hospital (Moldavia) 

Hospital in coal mimi 

Medical facilities of rayon leadership 

Hospital shelter in mountainside 
Underground medical storage facility 

City Hospital No. 7 

County Hospital 

Two unidentified underground hospitals 

25th District Medical Hospital 

Underground hospital 

Medical Preparations Plant 

Polyclinic No. 31 
-----volna Sewing-EnterpriseBfancliTlinic ----- ---- -- ---

Children's Hospital No. 21 
13th Stomatological Polyclinic 
First Medical Institute 
Scientific Research Institute of Vaccines and Serums 
Unidentified military hospital 

- - ----

Central microbiology laboratory of the Frusheniskiy District sanitary and 
epidemiological station 
Unidentified hospital complel\ 
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Moscow 

Nemenchine 

Odessa 

Paide 

Riga 

Saratov 
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57th City Hospital 
Institute of Poliomyelitis and Viral Encephalitis 
First City Hospital 
Unidentified hospital near Finland Metro Station 
Central Blood Bank 
Burdenko Hospital 
67th City Hospital 
Residential shelter with dispensary at House No. 17, Yermolovy 
Central Hospital of the RSFSR Ministry of Health 
Fourth City Clinical Hospital 

Unidentified hospital on northeast side of city 

Central Clinical Hospital 
Regional Clinical Hospital 
Hospital at W. Bogdana and Khmelnitskovo 
Underground dispensary in Govtenyy Rayon 
Two underground hospitals near Ovidipol 
Underground patient transfer point 
First City Hospital 

Underground medical storage facility 

Unidentified hospital with underground medical facilities at Artilerijas 
lela and Krasotain lela 

All-Union Scientific Research Antiplague Institute (MlKROB) 
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATE NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND CENTER. 
WUHAN MILITARY REGION, CHINA 

INTRODUCTION 

I. (SA I A new possible alternate national military command center was identified in 
Northern Hubei Military District, Wuhan Military Region (MR}, China.' This command center 
may consist of six separate, but related, facilities. Its identification was based on the association of 
the General Staff Department (GSD) Counterpart near Xiangfan (32-03N 112-05E)1 with these six 
installation,s and their association with each other. 

2. (S/D) This report discusses six facilities, possibly making ur the GSD Counterpart, 
within 75 nautical miles (nm) of Xiangfan (Figure I). Their location and construction indicate a 
prohable high-level function. These facilities consist of one extensive· underground administration 
complex, one heliport. and four communications sites. All of these facilities arc ~ituated on 
interconnecting underground telecommunications cables.~·-1 

DISCUSSION 

Underground Administration Complex 

3. (S/D) Fangxian MR Alternate Command and Control and Military Storage is an elabo
rate underground administration complex covering a 385-square-nautical mile area. It consists of 

five areas situated in steep mountain valleys approximately 7.5 nm southwest of Fangxian (Figure 
2). The rive areas arc an headquarters/operations area (area D. Figure 3). a communications area 
(urea B, Figure 4), and three operations areas (areas A, C, and E: Figures 5. 6, and 7). Each area 
consists of numerous cave adits and administration~style buildings that are connectcd to cave 

25X1 

25X1 

25X1 

~--"~ntcar\ceS by enclosed walkways (Figure 8). Each area is interconnected by underground cable. 
This ca bk·-- fS·-CO·n JleCted-·ta··-t-he-··rrlain--nOr·thWeiii-;SO"llthe-aST--U-iideTgrouna-taeCl)fllffiUOTca t rons-CTIOIC~---------·------·-------

'-:-=~~=====c-:-:-::c--:---;----;----,---,--=--,-___jM uch of the support equipment 25X 1 
present during construction was stored under camounage netting: 4 

4. (S/D) Fangxian Heliport is located on the northern edge ol' Fanxian M R Alternate 
Command and Control and Military Storage and is 5.0 nm southwest of the town of Fungxian 
(Figure 9). The presence of this heliport indicates that this area has an important function since 
the Chinese utilize their helicopters mainly for administrative support or major headquarters. The 
closest airfields are Guanghua Airfield I I 58 nm to the northeast, Dangyang Airlield 
'-;--,:----,---,---_j and Yichang(Tumenya Airfield I I 95 nm to the southeast. The 
heliport consists of a helicoptor landing area (239 by 44 meters, oriented northwest/southeast}, 
two parking aprons (one 67 by 40 meters and one with a 30-meter diameter), and an ~-meter-wide 
taxiway /road extending to three cave adits. One ad it is an aircraft tunnel with a 26~metcrvwidc 

entrance. 

- 1 -
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Communications Facilities 

5. (S/D} Four communications facilities that may serve a high-level function have been 
identified within 75 nm of the Fangxian complex. The facilities are Xiangyang Radio Communica
tions Transmitter Station North, Oumiao Radio Communications Receiver Station, Hu-chia-chi 
Radio Communications Station West, and Hu-chia-chi AM Broadcast (BC} Station. 

6. (TSR} Xiangyang Radio Communications Transmitter Station North has been identified 
as probably the transmitter facility for the GSD Counterpart near Xiangfan. This facility was 
constructed prior to 1972: a modern operations building has been added since November 1976. 
Antennas consist of eight transmitting rhombics, two frequency-diverse pairs of phased dipoles, 
eight high-frequency (HF} horizontal dipoles, four quadrants, and one dual-shunted dipole (Figure 
10}. 

7. (S/D} Oumiao Radio Communications Receiver Station is approxi-
mately IS nm south of Xiangyang Radio Communications Transmitter Station North and is 

·probably its companion receiver station. This station contains seven receiving rhombics, two 3-3-3 
rishbones, and four HF horizontal dipoles (Figure II). 

8. (S/D) Hu-chia-chi Radio Communications Station West is a large HF facility with its 
operations/support area along a mountain valley. The antennas are on the valley floor and along 
two adjacent ridgelines. This station is connected by underground cable and is immediately adja
cent to Hu-chia-chi Radio Relay Station West I 1. Antennas consist of three fre
quency-diverse pairs of phased dipoles, two frequency-diverse pairs of H F horizontal dipoles, and 
ten HF horizontal dipoles. Three probable adits along the base of the mountain are the terminus 
of identifiable feedlines (Figure 12). 

9. (S/D} Hu-chia-chi AM BC Station contains a guyed-lattice-mast, medium-frequency, ver
tical radiator 103 meters in height with a ground plane radial renector. Six feedlines extend from 
the tuning building at the tower base to one of three reinforced cave adits. One HF horizontal 
dipole antenna is positioned on the ridgeline above the cave adits. A possible radio relay terminal 
is also on the ridgeline (Figure 13). 

?------Imagery-Analyst's-eomments· 

10. (S/D} All of these facilities are connected by major interconnected underground 
telecommunications cables. One HF radio communications facility (Hu-chia-chi) is connected with 
a major north/south radio relay line. Therefore, it would be possible for the Fangxian complex to 
conduct remote communications from these communications sites. 

II. (S/D} The azimuth of one antenna from each of the Fangxian complex, the Xiangyang 
station. the Oumiao station, and Hu-chai-chi Radio Communications Station intersect within 4 
nm of 34-16N 108-54E, the GSD counterpart at Xian. 1 

12. (S/D} The Fangxian complex was probably buill by army engineer units. During con
struction, some obstacle courses and physical training sand pits were observed within a few 
construction support sites. These items are characteristic of Chinese army units. 

. 2 -
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13. (S/D) The construction of Fangxian Heliport indicates a high-level function for the 
Pangxian complex. The Chinese use helicopters primarily for liasonfsupport of high headquarters. 
The construction of the heliport in such a mountainous, isolated area with an aircraft tunnel 
would tend to emphasize the importance of the Fangxian complex. 

14. (S/D) The widely dispersed subareas of the Fangxian complex within this mountainous 
region along with its extensive underground construction and possible remote communications of 
up to 75 nm would provide a high level of security and survivability. 

I 5. (S/D) The AM station appears to be unusually important because the operationsf
transmitter facility is underground. 

16. (S/D) All of these facilities may or may not be interrelated, but this general geographic 
area near XiangyangjXiangyang appears to 'be increasing in strategic importance. 
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S-E-C-R-E-T 
NOFORN 

COUNTRY Hungary 

SUBJECT 

DATE OF 
INFO. 

1. 

2. 

3-

4. 

Underground Military ( OLLEP and 
LOP) Headquarters, Budapest 

NO. PAGES 

REQUIREMENT 
NO. 

REFERENCES 

The National Antiaircraft ·and Air Force Headquarters (OLLEP) was 
in Budapest XI, Schweidel utca. 

The National Antiaircraft Defense Headquarters {LOP) was situated in 
Ministry of the Interior at Jaszai Maxi ter, near the Margid bridge. 

'·· 
In case of emergency the staffs of OLLEP and LOP were to be moved to 
caverns in the Gellert Hill (Kis Gellerthegy). In this area, which-was 
bounded by Otthon utca, Schweidei utca and Csuklo utca, lay the 
tunnel exit of the Budapest Southern Railway station (Deli P~yaudvar 

The LOP emergency headquarters, called the 
been 

commissioned officers were every 
was posted at the entrance of the LOP Center (Enclosure 1, 1/6), C;t~~~~~ 
Nakics was chief of the LOP Center. Nakics, a member of the AVH, 
been in command of AVH installation Object 50, situated south of the 
tunnel exit leading to the· Szechenyi chain bridge. ~-·<~ 

5. The OLLEP emergency headquarters,. called the OLLEP Center, iil the Gell<er,{I---"
Hill cavern was headed by Captain Csontos ·who had his subterranean office 
there. The guard detail, which consisted of one officer, three non
commissioned officers and 18 enlisted men, was relieved daily at 1300 hours 
while the double sentry post was relieved every two houXs (Enclosure 1, 
1/B and Sa). 

6. A special permit, made out by the OLLEP Security Office, was needed for 
entering the subterranean offices and· installations, · 

7· One air-conditioning installation, which had been placed in the LOP Center, 
was to take care of the airing of the subterranean OLLEP as well as the LOP 
headquarters, Howe~er in the case of full occupancy of these emergency 
headquarters the capac! ty of the air conditioning apparatus would not have. 
been sufficient. Even after one hour of f.ull occupancy the temperature in 
the OLLEP Center would rise to mor.e than 85 degrees. Thus in.l956 it had 
alread;y been suggested to another ventilation building to 
install there sufficient apparatus (Enclosure 1, 

· 1. ~t. o" c-_ '().::"' 
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The problem o~ gas-protective installations had not been solved by LOP so 
far. Equipment of this type was almost completely lacking in the LOP 
emergency subterranean headquarters in the Gellert Hill. · 

The LOP subterranean telephone exchange office was located at least 20 
feet b.elow Otthon utca. 

Electric power for the LOP and the OLLEP Centers was to be regularly obtained 
from the Budapest municipal electric··supply lines. In case of emergency, 
however, generators installed in these subterranean headquarters were to 
provide for the needed electric current. 

Reliable party members, AVH and People's Army officers were housed in the 
luxurious homes in the OLLEP and LOP emergency headquarters area. 

The Budapest MayorJ Mr. Pongracz, was head of the National Antiaircraft 
Defense Organization of the capital. His chief of staff and military 
adviser was Lieutenant Colonel Gedeon. 

Guard dUty for LOP was performed by the Civil Defense Battalion (Legal ta~mi J 
zaszloalj) which was stationed in barracks situated in Megyeri ut north of 
the Megyeri inn. Megyeri ut, a highway, led to Dunakeszi. The commander 
of the Civil Defense Battalion was an unidentified major. At the out-
breWt of the uprisingJon 23 October 1956, he was in charge of the defense 
of the Radio Center in Budapest. On that day the major was the first to 
give orders to open fire on the insurgents. ~ 

Each district of Budapest had its own air raid protection staff to which -~ 
several officers had been attached. These staffs were placed under the 
jurisdiction of the mayor in his as h~ad of the National Antiair-
craft Defense of the rn·the Second District of 

raid protection observation post with a radio 
by three soldiers of the Civil Defense Battalion, 
Hill (Svabhegy) area in ~zike utca; 

15. Chief of OLLEP1 was an unidentified Soviet general. Soviet military personnel 
were also attached to these staff groups. The Soviet staff' members,o:~· 
about 40 men, mostly comprising noncommissioned officers, Were housed in 
a private apartment building on the corner of Menta utca and Schweidel 
utca (Enclosure 1, #15). Hungary's civil administration had been put 
in charge of that country's antiaircraft defense organization. Chairmen 
of the local Soviets, of the County (Komitat) councils, of the districts, 
cities and towns, etc., were made re:~ponsible for the proper functioning 
of this organization,2 
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1. I !comment: Active air defense which includes antiaircraft artillery 25X1 

and aircraft was placed under Soviet command in the satellite countries. 

2. 

Attachments: 1. Map of OLLEP and LOP underground headquarters area. Sketch 
of this headquarters area. Crosa section, lettered A-A. 
(Enclosure 1) • 

2. Sketch of entrances to OLLEP a.nd LOP underground headquarters 
(Enclosure 2). 

25X1 

3. Ground plan and cross-section of LOP underground installations 
(Enclosure 3), 
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(c) :-:A'riO:\.-\L l'IlOTOGRAI'lllC l:\TERPRETAT!OX CE:\TER 

Attachment tol 25X1 
17 June 1968 
Po.f'e __l__ 

Copy __L 

REFERENCE TO: Mission 1103, UNDERGROUND AIRCRAFT DISPERSAL 
BIHAC AIRFIELD, YUGOSLAVIA 

1. SIGNIFICANCE: 

2. LOCATION: 

3. REMARKS: 

FIRST IDENTIFICATION ON KH PHOTOGRAPHY OF 

UNDERGROUND AIRCRAPr DISPERSAL IN YUGOSLAVIA, 

4.5 NM WNW OF BIHAC, ADJACENT TO THE PLJESEVICA 

MOUNTATIIS, AND 58 NM SW OF ZAGREB, 

CONSTRUCTION AT BIHAC AIRFIELD HAS BEEN IN 

PROGRESS PROBABLY SINCE 1959, THE AIRFIELD 

HAS BEEN OBSERVED AND PHOTOGRAPHED ON SEVERAL 

OCCASIONS BY WESTERN MILITARY ATTACHES, WHO HAVE 

REPORTED SIGHTING CAVE ENTRANCES AND BUILDINGS 

MOUNTAINS, AND A TAXIWAY EXTENDING FROM THE 

RUNWAY AllEA DIRECTLY INTO THE MOUNTAIN. OTHER 

INTELLIGENCE SOURCES HAVE ALSO REPORTED RUMORS 

OF CONSTRUCTION OF EXTENSIVE UNDERGROUND HANGARS 

AND PERSONNEL AND MAINTENANCE FACILITIES AT THIS 

AIRFIELD, 

These notes h&~e been prepared for briefing purposes only and should not be useil lor detailed analytical work. Their use 
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should be restricted to the particular briefing boaJds(s) they were prepared for and must be considered val.id only for there· 
portfng period as indicated by the date of issue. For infonnation concerning these notes contact Chief, Imagery Exploitation 
Group NPIC. 
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4. COLLI\TERAL: 

Attacbment to/ 
'-rr;T.----,.Jun""'e~I1196"'8~ 

Page _g_ 

HAS MADE SEVERAL TRIPS TO 

BIHAC AIRFIELD AND REPORTS THESE CONCLUSIONS: 

(l) BASED ON A CONVERSATION WITH A YUGOSLAV 

MILITARY LIAISON OFFICER, THERE IS A POSSIBILITY 

THAT MIG AIRCRAFT ARE BEING STORED UNDERGROUND 

IN YUGOSLAVIA, 

(2) NATURAL CAVE FORMATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINOUS 

REGION AROUND BIHAC COULD RATHER EASILY BE MADE 

TO ACCOMMODATE A LARGE NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT, AND 

THESE UNDERGROUND HANGARS WOULD BE PROTECTED BY 

ALMOST 5,000 FEET OF MOUNTAIN. 

(3) ROVING SECURITY PATROLS OPERATE IN THE 

MOUNTAINS NEAR THE AIRFIELD, A SECURITY PRACTICE 

NOT GENERALLY FOLLOWED AT OTHER AIRFIELIB, THE 

EXTREME SECURITY MEASURES TOGETHER WITH THE SIZE 

OF THE AIRFIELD AND LONG PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION, 

CONFIRM THE IMPORTANCE TO THE YUGOSLAV AIR FORCE 

OF THIS FACILITY. I 
These notes have been prepared for briefing purposes only and should not be used for detailed analytical W!trk. Their use 

should be restlicted to the particular briefing boards (S) they were prepared for and must be ccnsidered valid only for the re· 
porting ~Jeriod as indicated by the date of issue. For information concerning these notes contact Chief, Imagery U~oitation 
Group NPIC. 
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5. FIRST IDENTIFICATION: THIS MISSION, 

6. NEGATION Illl.TE: NONE, BUT TWO OF THE FIVE CAVE ENTRANCES WERE 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION ON 

7. S UBSEQ.UENT COVERAGE: NONE. 

8. DIMENSIONS/ 
SPECIFICATIONS: WIDTHS OF CAVE ENTRANCES, HEADING FROM NORTH TO 

SOUTH: 

9. MISSION READOUT: CONTINUING ANALYSIS OF DHEVEALS 4. 5 NM WNW 

-- ---- - ---------. -- .... -

OF BIHAC. AN 8,230 X 140FT NW/SE SERVICEABLE PROBABLE CONCRETE RUNWAY 

WITH TWO ALERT APRONS, AND AN 8,200 X TO FT NW/SE SERVICEABLE PROBABLE 

CONCRFrE RUNWAY, BOTH RUNWAYS ARE CONNECTED TO AN UNDERGROUND AIRCRAFT 

DISPERSAL AREA CONSISTING OF FOUR CAVE ENTRANCES ~y THREE TAXIWAYS/RUNWAYS, 

MEASURING 7,140 X 75FT, 8,700 X 70FT, AND 5,340 X 70FT. AN ADDITIONAL 

CAVE ENTRANCE IS LOCATED 2 NM SOUTH OF THE LONGEST RUNWAY, AND IS CONNECTED 

BY ROAD TO THE SOUTHERNMOST TAXIWAY/RUNWAY, A POSSIBLE AIR-WARNING RADI\R 

FACILITY (NOT SHOWN ON GRAPHIC) IS LOCATED 3.1 NM SSW OF THE CENTER OF THE 

LONGEST RUNWAY, NO LARGE SUPPORT FACILITIES ARE OBSERVED. THE AIRFIELD 

These mt1es hi!Ve been prepared for briefing purpoSl!s t~nly and should not be used for detailed anatytical WQrk. Their use 
should be restricted to the particular briefing boafds (s.) th~ were prepared for and must be considered valid only for the re
porting period as indicated bythedateof issue. For inlonnation concerning these notes contact Chief, Imagery Exploitation 
Group NPIC. 
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ClJ\SSIFICATION ~.Q..~1f 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCP~NCY REPORT! 

INFORMATION REPORT co NO. 

' 

.COUNTRY Korea 

SUBJECT Underground Shelter Used b.1 Kill u-sing 

DATE DISTR. 

NO. OF PAGES 

9 !lay 1951. 

l 

PLACE 
ACQUIRED 

DATE OF. 
INFO. 

ftUS IIOCOIIEttr com'J.IIll!f .. FOII! .. tlOII Dnlm'IG1't1BIIIIInO'IALDIII'DIIIII' 
GP TlR OI;ITIED nATa tlimlU Tll'l[ II!.IUI.IIlnG 011 'hill UPIDIIAO'I: IICT l!e 
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SUPPLEMENT TO 
REPORT NO. 

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION 

25X1 

25X1 

lo In early April an underground reinforced concrete shelter constructed. 
in a cave en the southeast side of Tolbak-san (12$-44, 39-D5} in 
P'yongyang was being used as an office and residence b.1 Kill Il-s6ng,c::::J 25X1 
The shelter was constru.cted m late Januaryo 

2.. The entrance to the shelter is approximately two miles northwest ot 
the .fork in the main road to t.he center of P~yongyang where the roads 
to Sinuiju and Iangdok (12&-38, 39-13) ~anch off just north of 
Yongam-ni police box. 

3o A narrow jeep road about one ro.Ue long leads from the entrance o£ the 
underground s~el ter on the s outhea.st side of the mountain east o£ the 
P'yongyang-Sinuiju h;ighwaye 
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• ·· ~t" \\~ 1 lo The coll8·tnc·,.~illll o! an air raid shelter 'lllld.er 

.., " · .~ bf tlu!. a~ .;d.uri.Dg .. 1JI'•II. 'But .;l.twas not :tinis~ and after 
.· ·li9~U9JI a ·part o:t it wu :teported to haTe sunken 111> In l9~0i the ll&rb&ra · 

. , ~' "" cona't.ru!:tiOII ·udlel'J&'i.ae began •~ reconat.ructi~ :work on the shelter • 25X 1 
·.. The bnH;J~i o! the.I!.J18lter wu :tart.lT·carried .out 'imder the _pretext . 

of m•ldng an uildergj:;Pund t-l for the pedes~~; the t1mnel wae · 

... 

... , 

·. OJB ned to the public. use 111 l9SS. It ill aboil,t 4.S - S: met.&rs wide 
· 1111:\ 2.S - .:4: ... te~l!! · high and le~ ~ a eli.~~; OUI"ft from Thamon \llice 
to Ziskovo DUIBs't.i. . · ·· . .·· · 

;~ •. However; even at~ the tUD118l· :QII opened, Ul!.derground work was 
· · c011tinued with about 3oo pe()Pl,e emplcyed. 011 . t)ie conatruCt101le 

· The purpose of. this conatractioa ill . tbe building of. an ur raili 
shelter for protect1011 of •tile ciTiliim population or this induatrill 
IIU't o:t Pr~ against.9om1ci~ otber air attacks. .The capaciV 
of tbe l!helter ill •to be leveral thoua&d pjlrSOIIf!• emplo.rees ~ CKD. 
Dukl.a, A.utorenova, etc. · ~ cOJIIIIIcting tllD11el ia to be built to CKD 

· Dulrla. aad,, .. btQreno-.a· a.t tbat; ~ees of· t.hese: ·factories can proceed 
·.·straight !ria tl»ir Piac••·o:t''work to the lihelte~. ··Although. woillc em it 

.a till continues, the :sbelt.ar la said to be· alrilad;r equipped with a 
.·. · · hosJ)i1iaJ., f~ atorea,.,eJ..ecti'.icity ·and artitic?''J ~tilation, . 

· · 3-..l~Bgend for the sketCh 

. (1) Ttmrl.elJ about 2SO.:,OO· metere 1~, with ventilation shaf't8 on thB 
· side nearer to th• Karl111 r.Uroad station. · · · · 

: ~ . - . . 

· ·.·. : (2) Four woodAik gatee,, ~~d11nich are fotll' heavy '1118tli.J. doers on bo,;h 
•. .·. liides o! the tlUlllel, about So -~;r:s apart. !he wooden gates ue 

quite inconapicuo\111 and ·giTe tt1e imprea~Jion a8 entl'ances to s011111 
storagu. · ·-· · 

' ~;) Entrance to the t11JU18l near Karlin ;r:ailroad station. The ent;r:ance 
:is boree-ehoe ahaP,id. A. ~~ gauge railJnl;y tl'ack leada into the 
t11D11el; tbe ;r:ail1nl;y i.e \llled" !or .transportation Qf earth out of the f. 
.t1U1!18l and cement into the tUD118lo · · 

4 \thewbole u.. ....., nn u liO oe liuune:Ued · J:engtli'i18e Wid bi'eadtblliiie • This 
· COIJII~tion has. no coun"t.Jou> with the. buiJ.d.ing o£. a tUilllel for vehicles 
llllich i.e baing carried out on th&'· aut side o£ Ziskov Hill and is to 
c~ct that put of Karlin (Invalido'91la) With Zizkov. 

'( . . . 
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Attachment to Z-15832182 
NPIC/IEG (08/82) 

NEW PROBABLE CSS-3 ICBM DEPLOYMENT AREA 
LUSH!, CH!NA 
I 

25 AUGUST 1982 

1. (SWN) SIGNIFICANCE: A NEW PROBABLE CSS-3 ICBM DEPLOYMENT AREA HAS BEEN 
IDENTIFIED NEAR LUSHI IN EAST CENTRAL CHINA. 

2. 

LUANCHUAN SSM HEADQUARTERS GENERAL I AND· 75 KM WEST OF THE 
SUNDIAN MISSILE LAUNCH COMPLEX SSM • THE FOUR AREAS OF 

(SWN) REMARKS: FOUR AREAS OF SSM-RELATED CAVE OONSTRUCTION HAVE BEEN 
IDENTIFIED NEAR LUSH!. THESE AREAS A=~5 KM WEST OF 

OONSTRUCTION ARE: A PROBABLE CSS-3 I ~ -TO-LAUNCH SITE; A 
POSSIBLE ROLLOUT, ERECT-TO-LAUNCH SITE; AN AREA OF NEW CONSTRUCTION TOO 
EARLY TO TYPE; AND A PROBABLE NEW UNDERGROUND COMMAND POST AND HARDENED 
COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROBABLE COMMAND POST BEGAN 
IN 1979 WHILE OONSTRUCTION OF THE PROBABLE AND POSSIBLE LAUNCH SITES BEGAN 
AFTER JUt.Y 1Q80 IDENTIFICATION OF THESE AREAS AS SSJ!-RELATED IS BASED ON 

'=::-:-=~=-=-=-~::-:-:=--=:=-:-=-------__jj THE FOUR NEW SSM
RELATED AREAS AREl AS FOLLOWS: 

I 

(SWN) LUSH! PROBABLE SSM LAUNCH SITE 1, IS 35 KM SOUTHEAST 
OF LUSH!. IT CONTAINED TWO CAVES AND ONE POSSIBLE CAVE WHICH WERE STILL 
BEING EXCAVATED. 

A LARGE SUPPORT BUILDING 
/'= .. = .... = ..... = ... = ... = .. = .. _= ... = .. = .. = .... = ... = ... = .. =_= ... = ..... =. = .. = ... = ...... = .... = ... = .... =;. 'W,.;AS".'ALS'""'O'.'"IN..--.. "'THE_...;····· .. SAME VALLEY.. A 
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS HOUSING AND SUPPORT AREA IS APPROxiMATELY 800 METERS 
TO THE SOOTH. 

{SWN) LUSH! POSSIBLE SSM LAUNCH SITE 2 IS 15.3 KM EAST-
SOUTHEAST OF LUSH!. IT CONTAINED CAVE EXCAVATIONS IN TWO VALLEYS ON 
OPPOSITE SIDES OF A MOUNTAIN. THE CAVE EXCAVATIONS ARE APPROXIMATELY 3110 
METERS APART A CONSTRUCTION 
WORKERS HOUSING AND SUPPORT AREA, INCLUDING TWO NET-COVERED BUILDINGS, 
EXTENDS ALONG THE SERVICE ROAD BETWEEN THE CAVE EXCAVATIONS. 

These notes have been prepared for briefin9 purposes only and should not be used for detailed ana
lytical work. Their use should be restricted to the particular briefing board(s) they were prepared for 
and must be considered valid only for the reporting period as indicated by the date of issue. 
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Z-15832/82 Attachment to 

(SWN) LUSHI SSM-RELATED CONSTRUCTION 1 IS 14.5 KM SOUTH OF 
LUSHI. IT CONTAINED AT LEAST TWO CAVES IN THE EARLY STAGE OF CONSTRUCTION 
IN A STREAM VALLEY. A LARGE CONSTRUCTION WORKERS HOUSING AND SUPPORT CAMP 
WAS IN THE SAME VALLEY 700 METERS TO THE NORTHWE'Sl'. IN VIEW OF THE 
IDFNTIFICATION OF NEW PROBABLE AND POSSIBLE SSM LAUNCH SITES UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION IN THE SURROUNDING AREA, IT IS LIKELY THAT THIS CONSTRUCTION 
SITE IS RELATED TO THE SSM ACTIVITY. HOWEVER, THE EARLY STAGE OF 
CONSTRUCTION PRECLUDES IDENTIFICATION OF THE FUNCTION OF THE FACILITY. 

(SWN) LUSHI PROBABLE SSM (,XlMMAND PQST11"£lMI1UNICATIONS 
FACILITY/BUNKERED/HARDENEDL ~IS 9.2 KM SOUTH-SOUTHEAST OF 
LUSHI. A BURIED CJOMI1UNICATIONS CABLE, CONNECTED TO KNOWN SSM LAUNCH SITES 
AND HEADQUARI'ERS, WAS C<M'LETED TO THIS FACILITY IN LATE 1980. THE . 
PROBABLE <X»1AND PQSr/C!H1UNICATIONS FACILITY CONTAINED THREE LARGE CAVES 
AND ONE SMALL CAVE UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN A MOUNTAINSIDE. A SECURITY FENCE 
ENCLOSED THE ENTRANCE AREA IN FRONT OF THE CAVES. CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 
HOUSING BUILDINGS WERE LOCATED NEXT TO THE SECURITY FENCE. I ~ L__ ___ __j 

3. (S) COORDINATES 33-51-25N 111-18-20E 
COORDINATES 33-58-50N 111-10-50E 
COORDINATES 33-55-15N 111-03-00E 
COORDINATES 33-58-25N 110-59-30E 
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